
Chemical reactions ordinarily occur within vast mobs of 

molecules, obscuring what actually happens. This talk will describe how such molecular wildness

has been tamed to reveal the intimate dynamics of single reactive collisions between pairs of 

molecules. Key tools have been supersonic jets that send beams of molecules traveling into high

vacuum; spectroscopic techniques, especially exploiting lasers; and extremely sensitive detection

methods. As well as illustrating some prototypical cases, my talk will emphasize beckoning frontiers.

Among them is pursuit of ultracold conditions which make the molecules, in accord with quantum

mechanics, behave like waves rather than particles. Another exotic emerging area, dealing with

“quantum information”, seeks to attain greatly enhanced computational power. Landmark episodes

include interchanging light and matter waves as well as teleportation, called by Einstein “spooky

action at a distance”.
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dudley Herschbach was born in san Jose, california (usa). He received his Bsc degree in Mathematics

(1954) and Msc in chemistry (1955) at stanford university, followed by an aM degree in Physics (1956)

and Phd in chemical Physics (1958) at Harvard university. He started lecturing in physics and chemistry

at Berkeley university in 1958. in 1963 he returned to Harvard as Professor of chemistry where he 

became Baird Professor of science (1976-2003). He is now a research Professor emeritus at Harvard

and has also joined the texas a&M university faculty in 2005 as part-time Professor of Physics. Prof.

Herschbach is a member of many academies and institutions and has received numerous international

honors and awards. along with his collaborator yuan t. lee and the canadian chemist John c. Polanyi,

he received the nobel Prize in chemistry in 1986 for their contributions concerning the dynamics of

elementary chemical processes. Herschbach is a passionate advocate of science education and science

for the general public. He frequently lectures students of all ages. He serves as chair of the Board of

trustees of science service, which publishes science news and conducts the intel science talent

search and the intel international science and engineering fair. Herschbach also lent his voice for the

simpsons “treehouse of Horror XiV” episode, where he presents the nobel Prize in Physics to Prof. frink.
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In this generously illustrated lecture several views of chemistry will be presented, stressing its psy-

chological dimension and its tie to the arts: First of all, chemistry is, as it has always been, the art,

craft, business of substances and, importantly, their essential transformations. It is now also the

science of microscopic molecules, both simple and complex. And then there are people’s percep-

tions of chemistry — alternating between seeing the healing and the hurting aspects of this truly

anthropic science. The underlying psychological tensions will be explored, as will the strong ele-

ment of creation or synthesis in chemistry, which brings chemistry close to the arts.
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roald Hoffmann was born in Zolochiv (Poland). Having survived the war, he moved to the united states

in 1949. He studied chemistry at columbia university and then at Harvard university where he received

his Phd in 1962. Prof. Hoffman has been at cornell university since 1965. “applied theoretical chemistry”

is the way roald Hoffmann likes to characterize the particular blend of computations stimulated by e

xperiment and the construction of generalized models, of frameworks for understanding, that is his

contribution to chemistry. in more than 500 scientific articles and two books he has taught the chem-

ical community new and productive ways to look at the geometry and reactivity of molecules, from

organic through inorganic to infinitely extended structures. His work continues, now close to con-

densed matter physics. in 1981 he shared the nobel Prize in chemistry with Kenichi fukui, for his the-

oretical work on the course of chemical reactions. as a writer, Hoffmann has carved out a land between

science, poetry, and philosophy through many essays, four non-fiction books , five collections of poetry

including the bilingual (spanish-english) “catalista”, and three plays. 
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